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IN ENGLISH UNIT 1

Synonyms

Synonyms – A synonym is a word that has a similar meaning
to another word in the same language.

Look at the words in the word box below.  Each of the words has the same
or similar meaning as one of the underlined words in the Dialog.  Pick a
synonym from the box and write it on the blank line in the right column.

fine all right hi for work
vehicle sidewalk ok great
LAX also café bags
today hello phone auto

Dialog

1

Susan: Hello how are you?

Richard: Fine, and you?

Susan: Just fine.  It’s so good to see
you!

Richard: Good to see you, too.

Richard: Where’s your car?

Susan: It’s here behind the blue car,
next to the curb.

Richard: Is it a new car?

Susan: Yes, it is.

Richard: It’s nice.

Susan: Here.  Let’s put the suitcases
in the trunk.  (They put the
suitcases in the trunk.)

Richard: Are Ann and Bill in Los Ange-
les now?

Susan: Ann is, but Bill isn’t.

Richard: Where’s Bill?

Susan: He’s in New York on business.

Susan: _________How are you?

Richards: _________, and you?

Susan: Just fine.  It’s so good to see
you!

Richard: Good to see you, ________.

Richard: Where’s your  ______?

Susan: It’s here behind the blue car,
next to the ___________.

Richard: Is it a new car?

Susan: Yes, it is.

Richard: It’s   __________.

Susan: Here.  Let’s put the _________
in the trunk.  (They put the
suitcases in the trunk.)

Richard: Are Ann and Bill in Los Ange-
les ______?

Susan: Ann is, but Bill isn’t.

Richard: Where’s Bill?

Susan: He’s in New York ___ ______.
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Richard: Call Ann

Susan: O.K.  Where’s a telephone?

Richard: There.

Susan: Hello.  Ann?

Mary: No, this is Mary.

Susan: Oh, hi.  How are you?

Mary: All right, and you?

Susan: Fine.   Where’s Ann?

Mary: She’s at Marina Del Rey.
Where are you?

Susan: I’m at the airport.  Richard’s
here from Chicago.

Mary: Oh?  Take Richard to Marina
Del Rey.  Ann is at the Fish
House Restaurant.

Richard: Call Ann.

Susan: O.K. Where’s a ____________?

Richard: There.

Susan: Hello.  Ann?

Mary: No, this is Mary.

Susan: Oh, ______.  How are you?

Mary:  ______________, and you?

Susan: __________.  Where’s Ann?

Mary: She’s at Marina Del Rey.
Where are you?

Susan: I’m at  _________.  Richard’s
here from Chicago.

Mary: Oh?  Take Richard to Marina
Del Rey.  Ann is at the Fish
House _________.

Dialog (Continued)
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Nominative Pronouns

A noun is a word that names a person,
place, thing, animal, time, emotion, or idea.  A pronoun
is a word that takes the place of a noun.  One class of

pronouns is called “nominative” pronouns.

These words are nominative pronouns:

I we
you you
he, she, it  we they

Look at the following example from the script on page 1 of the In English Work-
book:

Noun Pronoun (for “girl”) Pronoun (for “girl”)

A girl with a hat is in front of me. She is in the doorway. Now she is outside.

Remember, you must use a noun before you use a nominative pronoun.
The noun tells what the pronoun is referring to.
In the example above, the noun “girl” is used first, so we know that the
pronoun “she” is referring to the “girl”.

Here is another example:

    Noun Pronoun (for “woman”)

A woman is behind the counter. She is a cashier.

In this example, the noun “woman” is used first, so we know
that the pronoun “she” is referring to the “woman”.
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A. Underline the nominative pronouns in the script of the Scene section on
page 1 of the In English workbook.  Find 17 nominative pronouns.

B. From the script on page 1, copy 5 sentences with nominative pronouns.
Above the nominative pronoun, write the noun it refers to.  (The pronoun “I”
usually refers to the speaker.)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

C. Write 3 sentences in your own words.  Write about the scene in the airport.
Use a noun in the first sentence.  Then use a nominative pronoun in the next
two sentences.  Make the nominative pronoun refer to the noun.  (Underline
the pronouns.)

For example:
A woman is in front of me.
She is holding a ticket.
She has a big purse.
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Writing
What do you think?

On page 1 of the In English workbook, the scene at International Airport,
there is a woman with a purse who is next to the luggage cart.  Answer the
following questions about the woman.  Write in complete sentences.  Use
your imagination!

1. Where did the woman travel?

2. Why did she travel there?

3. Why is the woman standing next to the luggage cart?

4. Why does she need a luggage cart?

5. Do you think the blue suitcase belongs to the woman?

6. Where will the woman go after she picks up her luggage?

Use your answers to the questions and combine them into a short story.
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